
C O M P A N Y  P R O F I L E

“Coursys Digitech India Private Limited” headquartered in Mumbai is incorporated by 
a team of professionals with rich and diverse experience across information technology, 
security, identification domain. With exceptional industry experience and having led 
global and leading Indian companies at leadership positions it’s promoters have 
embarked on a journey to offer a one-stop solution in identification, digital security and 
access control domain for large and medium enterprises. At Coursys, we strive to stay 
focused on digital security by intensifying our products and solutions to meet enterprise 
customers digital security needs.

At the heart of Coursys lies the ability to stay hungry for innovation by adopting best 
practises and processes and adhering to corporate governance and culture. Our 
Associate Partners and OEM’s are recognized global brands and are best in class in ID
personalization, access control and digital locks and offer some of the finest world class 
integrated solutions in ID personalization, customized card printing tools, database
connectivity, instant issuance and centralised printing across a multi-location office 
scenario. Our software solutions team with understanding on key technologies and its 
practical applicability endeavours to integrate unique customized solutions and tools 
for an enterprise customer focused on customer connect, loyalty, access solutions 
across retail, healthcare, education, manufacturing using various integrated solutions 
and which will enable building a bridge between the enterprise and their customers to 
help enhance customer retention, connect and repeat business.

Under the distribution arm, Coursys is associated with global brand leaders in security 
and identification arena to offer world class products to its channel partners comprising 
of access control, door locks, ID card printer amongst others. With a stock point 
conveniently located near Mumbai, Coursys is in a position to efficiently cater to 
distribution requirements both within entry tax and entry tax free (octroi free) zones. 
Coursys endeavours to become a leading distribution company with steadfast 
resolution to enhance market share and profitability for its associates. 

Coursys is also the Registering Authority (RA) for E-mudhra who are one of the leading 
“Certifying Authority” for issuance of “Digital Signature Certificate”. Coursys will 
register and offer “DSC” through its team of dedicated personnel at its Mumbai office, 
through online mode and also through its channel partner base in Pan India.



At Coursys, we strive to become a trusted brand for its customers, channel partners and 
principals and offer innovative products and solutions in the security and identification 
domain and increase our geographic presence in Pan India and in South Asia region. 
Coursys continuously focuses on skill building across the enterprise value chain and 
provide impetus to breed innovation and entrepreneurship.

At Coursys, we aspire to unlock key solutions to improve customer experience and 
bring delight. Coursys strives for an organization built on “lasting goodwill & better 
customer experience”. With a skilled team of engineers, Coursys offers technical and 
service support through its centralised support desk at Mumbai for both Warranty and 
Annual Maintenance Contract requirement of its customers through a well stocked 
spares and supplies facility located at Mumbai. Similarly the stock point located in 
Mumbai houses sufficient stocks for all products which will help to provide faster 
delivery turnaround time for its customers and also for its channel partners.
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